
      Early hot spot and fire detection and prevention
Outbreaks of large scale commercial fires in waste management facilities and 
warehouses around the world are an ongoing problem, with extremely high associated 
costs. They are often difficult to get under control due to the nature of how these 
fires are formed. In addition to sparks and other standard fire hazards, there is the 
added risk of fires forming from hot spots, which are responsible for some of the most 
destructive fires on record in these facilities. 

Hot spots develop for a number of reasons and sometimes smolder under debris for 
hours, days, or even weeks before igniting. Under these conditions, fires can start 
almost spontaneously in piles of combustible waste. They can also start when these 
materials are moved, allowing a rush of air to interact with the hot materials. At that 
point there can be so much accumulated heat that the fires can burn for several 
weeks despite fire fighters best efforts to put out the fires as quickly as possible. 

In the course of putting out the fires, hundreds of thousands of gallons of water must 
be used, depleting local reserves and polluting local water sources with the dangerous 
runoff from burned waste materials. These issues have gained the attention of insurance 
companies and various local and regional government bodies in recent years.  Their 
response has been to impose ever stricter operating and safety procedure protocols 
on site managers, who must comply or risk closure. That’s where thermal cameras 
can be invaluable – locating hot spots and alerting facility managers so that they can 
respond before it becomes a large scale fire. 

Fire is an ever present possibility 
at most waste management sites, 
if only because many waste 
products are highly combustible.  
Vumii’s® field proven fire detection Sii AT and 
Accuracii ML cameras provide a unique and 
simple method of finding potential fires early, 
identifying both hot spots and flames on the 
same screen by using infrared radiation, and 
minimizing risks to health and the environment. 
The cameras can be used simultaneously for 
safety and security applications, with the ability 
to overlay analytics for security purposes on 
the built-in fire detection analytics. 

The cameras have several methods for 
transmitting alarms that are unique to the 
problem, so that safety personnel can easily 
determine the level of response needed. The 
cameras have a wide field of view and a fire 
detection range of several centimeters up to 
4 miles, and can be used indoors or outdoors 
and in hazardous environments. Third party 
integration capabilities mean that potential fires 
can be assessed quickly by safety operators, 
and situations that cannot be contained onsite 
can be instantly escalated to fire service first 
responders.
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Multiple hot spots registered by Sii AT fire 
detection camera in a waste management 
facility.

Hot spot and flames registered by Sii AT 
fire detection camera.
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  Waste management fires have both clear and hidden costs

     Summary   
Thermal cameras are a field proven solution in achieving a measurable decline in the number and severity of fires at waste 
management plants. They can be instrumental in avoiding large scale environmental disasters. When coupled with our fire 
detection analytics, they can do double duty as both fire detection devices, and as security cameras with several range options 
to choose from. They can be an asset virtually anywhere that early fire detection is crucial, and can save users vast amounts of 
money, time, and resources. If you are interested in learning more about thermal imaging technology and fire prevention, contact 
us for more information or a quote. 

Vumii’s® built-in fire detection 
analytics system delivers reliable 
performance, providing effective 
early fire detection and in some 
cases prevention at waste 
management facilities. 

Insurance companies are increasingly reluctant to insure waste management facilities 
as the costs, occurrence, and risk of large scale fires seem to grow every year. In 
addition to the huge losses that can be sustained if these fires burn unchecked, 
they are especially problematic because they release huge amounts of smoke 
and toxic materials into the air and ground water, causing or contributing to 
local environmental disasters. 

Using Vumii® Sii AT, ML, or Accuracii ML fire detection cameras as a key part 
of a comprehensive early fire detection and prevention plan, can significantly 
reduce the loss of property and operational time. Installing them onsite can 
also potentially reduce insurance premiums, or in some cases even qualify 
sites for insurance that would otherwise go out of business with newer tighter 
restrictions. Furthermore, it can save companies from steep environmental cleanup 
fines for contaminated firewater runoff.
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Sii AT fire detection camera shows an area free from hot spots.


